Student Information Management System

Innovative and action-oriented—

Your 21st-Century Partner for Improving Student Achievement

Through advanced technology and a next-generation user interface, view at-a-glance insights for day-to-day administrative needs and even collaborate district-wide.

Built for the future, eSchoolPLUS works with you to support student achievement all year long.

Redefining the Industry Standard with our Next-Generation User Interface

- **Responsive design** allows for quick transitions from desktop to laptop to tablet with the same high-level functionality for users on the go, giving them more time with students and less time at their desk.
- **Easily customize** your favorites and home page to be the information you need, right where you need it.
- **Flexible HTML5 core technology** gives you the same experience across any browser.
- **Important notifications** are pushed automatically so the data finds you, you don’t have to find the data.
- **Advanced tools for collaboration** allow administrators, teachers, parents, and students to connect right in the system.
- **Customizable smart search** allows users to save searches and queries for administrators to access and use across the district.
A Redefined User Experience
To Put the Focus Back on Student Achievement

Dashboard
Allow superintendents, building principals, directors, and other authorized individuals to monitor real-time performance metrics for attendance, behavior, enrollment, at-risk, test scores, and more—right from their home page!

Attendance
Monitor teacher, office, and bottom-line attendance entry through daily, class, minute, or combinations of attendance types with district-defined absence codes and descriptions, allowing for notes for each absence.

Teacher Access Center
Help teachers accomplish their daily responsibilities with ease and put the focus back on teaching. Teachers can view their schedule, access processes, review performance reports, scan school news and their notifications, and even communicate to parents and administrators.

- Student Demographics
- Attendance
- Standards-Based Gradebook
- Schedule
- School Communications

Demographics
Record and track everything needed for a student’s record, including basic information, guardians, activities, and even specific mailings a student should receive.

Innovative navigation streamlines your administration processes, providing easy and flexible access to your most important information through our all-new mega menu.
Standards and Competencies

Highly flexible and multifunctional, eSchoolPLUS allows you to simply define all of the competencies on which students may be assessed and group them by subject area or tie them to specific courses. Customize your grading scales your way, including smiley faces, alpha and numeric marks, and free-text comments.

Scheduling

Define or carry over all scheduling information (teacher names, room numbers, marking periods, prerequisites, and more) that meet your unique requirements so that you can schedule quickly and effectively. Allow students and parents to enter course requests or support your administrators with a simple-screen walk-in scheduler.

Behavior

Track all actions taken in a behavior situation and automatically make contact with a guardian. Simply create an incident summary and add all students who were involved as a victim, witness, or offender and track more specific incident and student details.

Simple Standards and Grading for Successful Reporting

Test Score Tracking

Easily import results from testing agencies for each test, subtest, and scores. Include detailed national, state, district, building, and student averages so you can analyze your schools’ scores, student score history, and how your students are doing compared to the rest of the state or the country.

Mark Reporting

Grading has never been easier with automatic or manual posting from your Teacher Access Center gradebook or any third-party system. Easily and automatically create grade reports customized with grades, standard comments, or free text and issue progress reports as often as needed. Plus, generate transcripts with a complete historical record of a student’s courses, grades, activities, and more requirements as needed.

Career Planner

Develop and track an academic path for each student, while allowing users to select from a list of courses that meet their unique requirements, working towards graduation. Plus, parents and students are in the loop every step of the way and can enter course requests and track progress toward graduation with ease in Home Access Center.

Medical Records

Log all details of daily office visits and student medical information, including physicals, immunizations, hearing and sight, medications, immunization letters (and automatic deployment of them home) and much more.

Innovative and Action-Oriented To Improve Teaching and Learning

Quickly find any tool or student with intuitive search capabilities that provide direct access to anywhere in the system just by typing the first few letters into the Smart Search.

Check out quick views of individual student information right from the student summary screen.

Standards and Competencies

Highly flexible and multifunctional, eSchoolPLUS allows you to simply define all of the competencies on which students may be assessed and group them by subject area or tie them to specific courses. Customize your grading scales your way, including smiley faces, alpha and numeric marks, and free-text comments.
That’s Not All!

In addition to the base system, eSchoolPLUS does all of this too:

- Enrollment Online
- Home Access Center
- Master Schedule Builder
- eSchoolPLUS Admin Mobile App
- eSchoolPLUS Family App
- SSRS Report Data Views
- Cognos Report Data Views
- Student Fees
- Student Success Plan

In eSchoolPLUS, SIF agents allow nearly real-time publishing of student and staff data, eliminating the question of reliability and providing accurate and updated data just when you need it.